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In Asia, where the tulip comes from, it is considered a symbol of wealth, joy and prosperity. 
For many centuries people, birds and the wind carried tulip seeds almost all over the world.


This wonderful plant can withstand both cold winters and hot summers in order to please 
nature with a fascinating flower in spring. It is interesting that the tulip closes at night and in 
cold weather, but immediately substitutes the opened petals for the warm gentle sun.


I think people are like tulips. We are all very different, we live in different countries, on 
different continents. Under the influence of circumstances we change, develop, adapt. We 
carefully carry through the difficulties that very best, the kindest part of ourselves, in order 
to share it with the world and make it a little better
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Passion Graphics 
Canvas 120 х 60 cm


Bright magnificent tulips look wonderful against 
the background of strict geometric shapes and 
clear lines.

The painting "Passion Graphics" is a triumph of 
form and color, a dynamic union of formal 
geometry and daring tulips



Summer Bouquet

Canvas 70 х 110 cm


Beautiful tulips lounge under the rays of 
the tender sun, trying to fill themselves 
with warmth and light. I really love this 
painting. Even on the darkest day it warms 
and inspires me with bright, fascinating 
summer colors



Moon Symphony

Canvas 70 х 110 cm


It is a mistake to consider night as the calmest 
and most peaceful time, intended exclusively 
for sleep and rest. Indeed, mysterious 
darkness awakens our most secret desires... 
And only the most daring of us embody desires 
in reality. But most of desires remain dreams. It 
is interesting what tulips dream about…



Autumn Sky

Canvas 70 х 110 cm


Autumn is grey rains mixed with cool sunny 
days. It is trees in courtly golden and purple 
leafs. And it is a bit of sadness, because 
autumn is always time to say goodbye.

When it’s hard to lose and leave, when you 
feel especially icy-cold loneliness – just 
raise your head and look at the endless sky



Expectation

Canvas 80 х 100 cm


People usually say if we live in the 
past or the future, we miss the 
present. But I continue to 
fantasise, dream and anticipate 
gladly. Indeed, only exciting 
expectation makes special 
meetings and events truly magical!




Pearl Rain

Canvas 100 х 80 cm 

I want to walk constantly through an endless field of 
tulips, gently touching delicate petals and breathing 
in the divine aroma. And then lie down on the 
ground, so that these beautiful flowers proudly 
towered above me on their thin stems, swaying 
gently in the wind. And then let it rain – I want to 
admire the crystal drops that fall on the flowers and 
disperse with a million rainbow splashes. 

I want to see! I want to feel! I want…





Ruby Ocean

Canvas 100 х 80 sm 

Please take me far away, where the golden sky 
drowns into a boundless ruby ocean of flowers. I 
want to dance in a whirlwind of delicate petals and 
to fall exhausted into their sweet arms. And when I 
return to my usual life, let an invisible plume of their 
teasing gentle aroma always stays behind me ...





Siamese Twins
Diptych 80 х 60 cm, 80 х 60 cm 

- Will you always understand me? Will you 
end the sentence I started? And will you know 
every time what I feel? 

- No. I will just love you. Any. Different. Always





Fiery Tango

Canvas 100 х 100 cm 

Two beautiful flowers, so different and similar at the 
same time, spun in a whirlwind of fiery passion. They 
can burn to the ground, and can cognise and 
understand each other in this dance. 

Fiery Tango is a painting about Man and Woman, 
about passion and tenderness ... This is a painting 
about Love
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